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 Secure UART Bootloader for SAM L11

Introduction

Many modern embedded systems require application image updates to fix errors or support new features.
Protection of the intellectual property plays a key role in this process. Microcontrollers have robust
firmware protection mechanisms; however, the firmware is vulnerable to interception during the data
transfer from the external source.

One way to solve this problem is to use a secure bootloader and distribute only encrypted images of the
firmware to the public. This application note describes the design and operation of a secure bootloader
for SAM L11 devices, it also describes the encryption algorithm.
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1. Features
The secure UART bootloader has the following features:

• Secure
• Small size (2 KBytes)
• Uses UART RX and TX pins and a Bootloader Entry pin
• Allows updating itself
• Application integrity verification
• Source code is available, which can be customized to user requirements
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2. Hardware Configuration
The UART pins used by the bootloader depend on the device type, which are listed in the following table.

Table 2-1. Hardware Configuration

Device UART Tx UART Rx Entry Pin

SAM L11 PA16 PA17 PA19

The Bootloader Entry pin has an active low level. The value of the pin is sampled at the beginning of the
bootloader execution. Although the internal pull-up resistor is enabled before sampling the pin, it is
recommended that the Bootloader Entry pin be pulled up externally for improved noise immunity.

The UART setting used by the secure bootloader is 115200 8, N,1.
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3. Method of Entry
The bootloader can be invoked in many ways:

1. The bootloader will run automatically if there is no valid application in the application Flash memory
region. An application is considered valid if the size of the field specified in the application image is
less than the maximum application size for the device, and if the size is a multiple of 256 bytes
minus 32 bytes. The image size value must be located at the offset 0x10 from the application image
start offset. Normally this value is occupied by a reserved exception vector, hence there is no
possibility of it interfering with the application code.
Additionally, the image integrity is verified by the SHA-256 hash. The hash value must be located in
the 32 bytes following the application image.

2. The bootloader will run on external request if the value of the Bootloader Entry pin is low on the
bootloader execution start.

The external reset takes priority over any other method of entry.
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4. Device Configuration
To ensure full chain of trust protection of sensitive information, the NVM Boot Configuration Row
(BOCOR) must have the following settings:

• Boot Flash Secure Size (BS) = 8
• Boot Flash Non-Secure Callable Size (BNSC) = 0
• Boot Protection size (BOOTPROT) = 8
• Boot Option (BOOTOPT) = 1
• Boot Configuration CRC (BOCORCRC) = Correct BOCOR CRC32 value
• Boot Configuration Row Hash (BOCORHASH) = Correct BOCOR SHA-256 value

Both the BOCORCRC and BOCORHASH must be computed and programmed correctly so that the Boot
ROM acknowledges the application. Refer to the Boot ROM section of the SAM L11 product data sheet
for more details.

The specified fuse settings result in the memory map is shown in the following figure:

Figure 4-1. SAM L11 Flash Memory Mapping
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Additionally, the User Row bit RXN (RAM is eXecute Never) must be cleared before executing the
bootloader because the bootloader runs from the SRAM to allow self-update.
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5. Bootloader Commands
All bootloader commands have the same general format, as shown in the following table.

Table 5-1. Bootloader Commands

Command ID Guard Value Data 0 … Data N

1 byte 4 bytes 4 bytes … 4 bytes

The number and meaning of the data words varies with the command. All data words must be sent in the
little-endian (LSB first) format.

The Guard Value must be a constant value of 0x2b620bc3, which provides additional protection against
spurious commands.

All bytes of the command frame must be sent within 100 ms of each other. After 100 ms of idle time, the
incomplete command is discarded, and the bootloader returns to waiting for a new Command ID. This
behavior allows the host to re-synchronize if there was synchronization loss.

The bootloader understands the following commands:

1. Unlock (0xA0)
2. Data (0xA1)
3. Verify (0xA2)

The Unlock command must be issued before the first Data command and has the following payload:

• Data 0 – Starting Offset
• Data 1 – Image Size
• Data 2 – Data 5 – Nonce

The Starting Offset is the offset from the beginning of the Flash memory. To upgrade the bootloader, this
value must be set to zero.

The application image offset is device-dependent and valid values are listed in the following table. The
image offset must be aligned at an Erase Unit Size boundary, which is also device-dependent. The image
size must be in increments of Erase Unit bytes.

Table 5-2. Valid Values for Application Image Offset

Device Application Offset, bytes Erase Unit Size, bytes

SAM L11 2048 256

The Nonce is an arbitrary 16-byte value that must never repeat for a given key. The number may be an
incrementing counter, a sequence of random bytes, or a combination of both. In case random numbers
are used, ensure that they are derived from a reliable source of entropy. Details on the use of this number
for encryption and authentication are outlined in Appendix A.

The Data command is used to send image data, and has the following payload:

• Data 0 – Starting Offset
• Data 1 – Data N – Image Data (Erase Unit Size bytes)
• Data N+1 – Data N+17 – Image MAC (16 bytes)
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A starting offset must be located inside the region previously unlocked through the Unlock command.
Any attempts to request the write outside of the unlocked region will result in an error, and the supplied
data will be discarded.

The image data must be encrypted and authenticated. The image Message Authentication Code (MAC)
ensures that the data is authenticated and is not damaged during transfer. MAC also ensures that the
data belongs to the current location and the current file. Details on the generation and use of this number
for authentication and encryption are outlined in Appendix A.

This bootloader supports simultaneous Flash memory write and reception of the next block of data. The
next block of data may be transmitted as soon as the status code is returned for the first one.

Due to this behavior, the status code for the last block will be sent before this block is written into the
Flash memory. To ensure that this block is written, the host must send another command and wait for the
response. Therefore, the Verify or Reset command must be sent after the last block of data.

The Verify command is used to verify the image data and has no payload. The image integrity during
the transfer is ensured through the MAC, and the bootloader reads back the data after it was written into
the Flash memory. The Verify command may be issued at any time during the image upload as it will
return the current value of the verification status.

The Reset command is used to exit the bootloader and run the application, except when the bootloader
entry is done using the bootloader entry pin. In the specific case, the entry pin value must be set high
once the programming is done and a hardware reset must be performed to run the application.

The Reset command has the following payload:

• Data 0 – Arbitrary Value 0
• Data 1 – Arbitrary Value 1
• Data 2 – Arbitrary Value 2
• Data 3 – Arbitrary Value 3

The supplied arbitrary values are passed to the application in the first four locations in the SRAM.
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6. Response Codes
The bootloader will send a single character response code in response to each command. Sequential
commands can only be sent after the response code is received for a previous command, or after a 100
ms time-out without a response.

The following are the possible response codes:

• OK (0x50) – Command received and processed successfully
• Error (0x51) – Errors during the processing of the command
• Invalid (0x52) – Invalid command is received
• CRC OK (0x53) – CRC verification is successful
• CRC Fail (0x54) – CRC verification failed
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7. Programming Algorithm
After issuing each command, the host must wait for the response code for at least 100 ms. If no response
code is received during this time, the command may be considered lost and can be repeated.

The host controller must perform the following actions to update the firmware:

1. Request the bootloader entry.
2. Wait for at least 50 ms for the bootloader to start.
3. Issue the Unlock command with the required image parameters.
4. Send the Data command with the application data.
5. Repeat item 4 until the entire image is transferred.
6. Issue the Verify command and check the response code.
7. If the response code is CRC Fail, then repeat the update starting from the item 3.
8. Issue the Reset command.

This algorithm is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 7-1. Programming Algorithm
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8. Appendix A: Security Procedures
The security procedures described in this section are presented from the point of view of the host. The
bootloader performs similar procedures, but in reverse order.

This bootloader is using the CBC-MAC based on the AES-128 for command and data authentication and
the AES-128 in Output Feedback (OFB) mode for encryption of the transferred data.

Security and authentication of the data is based on the master key stored in the last 16 bytes of the
bootloader. If the key needs to be updated after the initial programming of the bootloader image, the
entire bootloader must be replaced. This is necessary because the key value is included in the SHA-256
hash of the bootloader. The bootloader is updated the same way as a regular application, hence it
requires full security processing. This means that the old key must be used for encryption and
authentication of the new key. If the old key is lost, then there is no possibility to recover the device using
this bootloader.

The default encryption key is 00:01:02:03:04:05:06:07:08:09:0a:0b:0c:0d:0e:0f.

The proper security practice is to never use the master key directly. Instead, derive a session key from
the master key and other information specific to a given session or application image.

The procedure to obtain the session key is as follows:

GenerateSessionKey(StartingOffset, ImageSize, MasterKey)
    Temp = (StartingOffset || ImageSize || 0x00000000 || 0x00000000)
    SessionKey = AES(AES(Nonce, MasterKey) ^ Temp, MasterKey)

Where, ‘||’ is a concatenation operator, 0x00000000 is a 32-bit zero padding value, and AES(Key, Data) is
AES-128 operation over 16 bytes of Data using the Key. Starting Offset and Image Size must match to
the corresponding values passed through the Unlock command.

The resulting session key is unique to a specific image and location in the Flash memory. The Nonce is
used to eliminate possible duplication of the session keys, because typically application images will be
located at the same offset, and have roughly the same size.

The session key is 16 bytes long and is used for encryption and authentication operations.

The encryption and authentication routine operates on blocks of data aligned at the Erase Block Size
boundary. It uses a command header (Block Offset) to ensure that authenticated data cannot be written
into a different location. The encryption algorithm splits the data into 16 byte blocks, and encrypts them
using AES-128 algorithm. After the block of data is encrypted, it needs to be authenticated, since the
encryption is susceptible to cipher text modifications that are not detectable during the decryption stage.

EncryptAndAuthenticateBlock(SessionKey, BlockOffset, Data)
    Result = GuardValue || BlockOffset
    EncIV  = (offset || 0x00000000 || 0x00000000 || 0x00000000)
    MacTemp = (offset || 0x00000000 || 0x00000000 || 0x00000000)
    MAC = AES(MacTemp, SessionKey)
    for Block in Data:
        EncTemp = AES(EncIV, SessionKey)
        EncBlock = Block ^ EncTemp
        EncIV = EncTemp
        MAC = AES(MAC ^ EncBlock,  SessionKey)
        Result = Result || EncBlock
    return Result || MAC

Python scripts based on these security procedures are provided to help with generating and programming
the encrypted images. Refer to Appendix B for more details.
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9. Appendix B: PC Utilities for Working with the Bootloader (Encrypted
Images)
A number of evaluation utilities are provided with the bootloader. The process is split into preparing an
encrypted image that can be freely distributed over open channels, and an actual update.

encrypt.py is an encryption utility. It has the following syntax:

Options:

Example invocation (single line):

python encrypt.py -k 00:01:02:03:04:05:06:07:08:09:0a:0b:0c:0d:0e:0f -f test_app_l11.bin

encrypt.py will add the suffix .enc to the input file name to get the name of the output file.

Each invocation will produce different file contents, since a random nonce is generated for each
invocation.

boot.py is an update utility, it takes an encrypted image and uploads it over the serial port. It has the
following syntax:

Options:

Example invocation (single line):

python boot.py -v -i COM12 -t -f test_app_l11.bin.enc

The --boot option is necessary if an encrypted image has an offset less than the bootloader size. This
is an additional protection to prevent accidental overwrite of the bootloader.

key_update.py is a utility to set or update the encryption key in the bootloader image. Additionally, this
utility calculates and appends the SHA-256 hash of the bootloader image. The file is updated in-place. It
has the following syntax:

Options:
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Example invocation (single line):

key_update.py -k 0:1:2:3:4:5:6:7:8:9:0:1:2:3:4:5 -f bootloader_l11.bin

Note:  pySerial module is required in addition to Python software to enable the access to the serial port.
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The Microchip Web Site

Microchip provides online support via our web site at http://www.microchip.com/. This web site is used as
a means to make files and information easily available to customers. Accessible by using your favorite
Internet browser, the web site contains the following information:

• Product Support – Data sheets and errata, application notes and sample programs, design
resources, user’s guides and hardware support documents, latest software releases and archived
software

• General Technical Support – Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), technical support requests,
online discussion groups, Microchip consultant program member listing

• Business of Microchip – Product selector and ordering guides, latest Microchip press releases,
listing of seminars and events, listings of Microchip sales offices, distributors and factory
representatives

Customer Change Notification Service

Microchip’s customer notification service helps keep customers current on Microchip products.
Subscribers will receive e-mail notification whenever there are changes, updates, revisions or errata
related to a specified product family or development tool of interest.

To register, access the Microchip web site at http://www.microchip.com/. Under “Support”, click on
“Customer Change Notification” and follow the registration instructions.

Customer Support

Users of Microchip products can receive assistance through several channels:

• Distributor or Representative
• Local Sales Office
• Field Application Engineer (FAE)
• Technical Support

Customers should contact their distributor, representative or Field Application Engineer (FAE) for support.
Local sales offices are also available to help customers. A listing of sales offices and locations is included
in the back of this document.

Technical support is available through the web site at: http://www.microchip.com/support

Microchip Devices Code Protection Feature

Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

• Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
• Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the

market today, when used in the intended manner and under normal conditions.
• There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of

these methods, to our knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the
operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is
engaged in theft of intellectual property.

• Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.
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• Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their
code. Code protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the
code protection features of our products. Attempts to break Microchip’s code protection feature may be a
violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. If such acts allow unauthorized access to your software
or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue for relief under that Act.

Legal Notice

Information contained in this publication regarding device applications and the like is provided only for
your convenience and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to ensure that your
application meets with your specifications. MICROCHIP MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR ORAL, STATUTORY
OR OTHERWISE, RELATED TO THE INFORMATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ITS
CONDITION, QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PURPOSE.
Microchip disclaims all liability arising from this information and its use. Use of Microchip devices in life
support and/or safety applications is entirely at the buyer’s risk, and the buyer agrees to defend,
indemnify and hold harmless Microchip from any and all damages, claims, suits, or expenses resulting
from such use. No licenses are conveyed, implicitly or otherwise, under any Microchip intellectual
property rights unless otherwise stated.

Trademarks

The Microchip name and logo, the Microchip logo, AnyRate, AVR, AVR logo, AVR Freaks, BeaconThings,
BitCloud, CryptoMemory, CryptoRF, dsPIC, FlashFlex, flexPWR, Heldo, JukeBlox, KeeLoq, KeeLoq logo,
Kleer, LANCheck, LINK MD, maXStylus, maXTouch, MediaLB, megaAVR, MOST, MOST logo, MPLAB,
OptoLyzer, PIC, picoPower, PICSTART, PIC32 logo, Prochip Designer, QTouch, RightTouch, SAM-BA,
SpyNIC, SST, SST Logo, SuperFlash, tinyAVR, UNI/O, and XMEGA are registered trademarks of
Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries.

ClockWorks, The Embedded Control Solutions Company, EtherSynch, Hyper Speed Control, HyperLight
Load, IntelliMOS, mTouch, Precision Edge, and Quiet-Wire are registered trademarks of Microchip
Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A.

Adjacent Key Suppression, AKS, Analog-for-the-Digital Age, Any Capacitor, AnyIn, AnyOut, BodyCom,
chipKIT, chipKIT logo, CodeGuard, CryptoAuthentication, CryptoCompanion, CryptoController,
dsPICDEM, dsPICDEM.net, Dynamic Average Matching, DAM, ECAN, EtherGREEN, In-Circuit Serial
Programming, ICSP, Inter-Chip Connectivity, JitterBlocker, KleerNet, KleerNet logo, Mindi, MiWi,
motorBench, MPASM, MPF, MPLAB Certified logo, MPLIB, MPLINK, MultiTRAK, NetDetach, Omniscient
Code Generation, PICDEM, PICDEM.net, PICkit, PICtail, PureSilicon, QMatrix, RightTouch logo, REAL
ICE, Ripple Blocker, SAM-ICE, Serial Quad I/O, SMART-I.S., SQI, SuperSwitcher, SuperSwitcher II, Total
Endurance, TSHARC, USBCheck, VariSense, ViewSpan, WiperLock, Wireless DNA, and ZENA are
trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries.

SQTP is a service mark of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A.

Silicon Storage Technology is a registered trademark of Microchip Technology Inc. in other countries.

GestIC is a registered trademark of Microchip Technology Germany II GmbH & Co. KG, a subsidiary of
Microchip Technology Inc., in other countries.

All other trademarks mentioned herein are property of their respective companies.
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Quality Management System Certified by DNV

ISO/TS 16949
Microchip received ISO/TS-16949:2009 certification for its worldwide headquarters, design and wafer
fabrication facilities in Chandler and Tempe, Arizona; Gresham, Oregon and design centers in California
and India. The Company’s quality system processes and procedures are for its PIC® MCUs and dsPIC®

DSCs, KEELOQ® code hopping devices, Serial EEPROMs, microperipherals, nonvolatile memory and
analog products. In addition, Microchip’s quality system for the design and manufacture of development
systems is ISO 9001:2000 certified.
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